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Static trade-off theory pointed out that firms have optimal capital structure, which 
managers try their best to keep in hope of maximizing firms’ value. On the contrary, 
pecking order theory said that the firm has no well-defined target debt-to-value ratio; 
each firm's observed debt ratio just reflects its cumulative requirements for external 
finance. While information asymmetry existing, the firms finance from internal firstly, 
and then issue debt, security issue is the bottom choice.  
Studies at home and abroad from the respect of static capital structure can not 
give consistent results on these two theories so far. So, we need to test whether 
optimal capital structure exists with new method. The generation of dynamic capital 
structure theory provides us a new way of thinking in the research of optimal capital 
structure. When firms adjust their capital structure, we can see clearly what role the 
target leverage plays and whether firms adjust their capital structure in the benchmark 
of target leverage. This prospect of research can give a more direct evidence of the 
existence of target capital structure. Because of the adjustment cost, firms do not 
carry on capital structure adjustment all the time. They usually make this adjustment 
during large investment projects in order to save money. M&A is such an investment 
project requiring much money, and it has significant effect to the bidders’ capital 
structure, so it is a very good breakthrough point of studying capital structure 
adjustment. 
Sample in this paper contains 1248 M&A conducted by 707 non-financial listed 
firms in China during 1999 to 2008. By studying how listed firms adjust their capital 
structures with this sample, we find that listed firms in China have their own target 
leverages; they set this target leverage as benchmark to carry on capital structure 
adjustment during M&A. These firms complete this adjustment by means of different 
financing choice, and their choices have some characteristics consistent with pecking 
order theory. 
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